Good morning everyone,
It is wonderful to wake up in daylight again after
several weeks of dark mornings at 7am, sadly it
won’t last long. Though if you forgot to turn the
clocks back last night it would still have been
dark then?
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Sunday, October 28, 2018

I have had a pretty busy week ‘doing some
making’ as my younger great nephews & nieces
call it, from new t shirts to cards. I also got some
stuff ticked off the ‘to do’ list’ & even had a
shopping trip with my sister, niece & nephews
partner.
The latter asked me to knit a wartime ‘tank top’
for her eldest as they are dressing up at school
to commemorate, & texted the measurements
last night. Just waiting to hear whether one of
the yarn colours I have is suitable, or if she is
going to drop off some other stuff.
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The scarf I am knitting for myself will be finished
in another few days, so I can get started on it
then. My sister is a fantastic knitter but prefers
to work from a pattern, whereas I prefer to
design as I go, & ad lib is definitely called for
here.
Image 1: The new paper collection that I will be
launching early week is a simple affair, but
perfect for this time of the year, I called it Starry
Skies.
Image 2: the second of the head dress designs;
this one is a mixed bunch of toppers & it was
from here that I worked up some of the other
sheets.

Image 3: The second of those
projects I did the other week
now, where I list all of the dies I
use & the imperial equivalent to
our metric. It turns out really
pretty as you can see, so I hope
you give it a try.
Image 4: I saw a die in a video
that I thought would be so easy
to make up as a template, so I
worked up the design & then
created two sizes, & the beauty
of this is that you can make it
any depth you want!
Image 5: The first of the
Christmas sheets for the coming
week is this simple set of card
fronts where I have even added a
greeting for you, so perfect for
those last minute unexpected
cards you need to respond to.
Image 6: Another card kit
featuring cakes, this one is a
lovely shade of pink so perfect
for female cards.
Image 7: The other Christmas
sheet for the coming week is this
duo decoupage Nativity sheet,
where I have added extra images
for you to use on the back of the
card, the insert or on the
envelope.

Image 8: The second from the Outfit
file now, so a duo mirrored & layered
topper with just a hint of a background
which accompanies the series.
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Image 9: I mentioned I had spent a
whole day working up calendar bases
recently, well in case you were
wondering what I meant I thought I
would upload this as the bonus sheet
for today, so you can see.
First of all I have to create the calendar
in a work sheet as it is the fastest way,
that way I have control of the font &
text size etc.
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Then I have to create the layout I want
before adding in the days, dates &
month titles. As you can imagine that
takes concentration & time, but once it
is done I can now use it in any way &
on anything I want.
I repeated this with the list layout; you
know the vertical version that leaves
room for notes? So that is also
complete so I plan on having a play
with both in the coming week so I can
produce some calendars for you for
the coming year.
Okay I am done. Catch up with you
again once I get the weekend
housework out of the way.

Rita x

